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130. MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND USAGE   
 

Time: Three hours                              Maximum: 100 marks 

              SECTION – A               
                Answer any FIVE questions  

 
(5 x 8 = 40) 

1.  Write short notes on the following: 

a) Conjunctions  b) Personal pronouns. 

2.  Expand the noun in each of the following sentences using appropriate modifier or 
qualifier. 

a) The modern woman has an income of her own  

b) Society disapproves of deviant behaviour  

c) A young girl Monica spent a long time at the railway station  

d) The hotel industry in India is young  

3.  Fill in the blanks with appropriate reflexive pronouns: 

a)  i) She ________ watered the garden. 

          ii) The old man closed all the gates ________. 

         iii) I ________have seen the incident. 

         iv) They spoke to the minister ________. 

b) Combine the following pairs of sentences using relative pronouns: 

i) Smith is a merchant. I met him in Kentucky   

ii) You have been searching for the novel. It is on the table  

4.  a) Distinguish between the pairs of words using model sentences: 

i) Bear (V) and Bear (N)  ii) Bar (V) and Bar (N) 

iii) Park (V) and Park (N)  iv) Paint (V) and Paint (N). 

 b) Fill in the blanks using the words given in brackets: 

i) He is ________ of success. (confident, confidant) 

ii) They are ________ scientists. (imminent, eminent) 

iii) She ________ sickness. (fain, feign) 

iv) They made a ________attempt. (vain, vein)  
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5.  Explain the uses of the simple present tense. 

6.  Distinguish between simple and complex sentences. 

7.  Write a short note on the uses of correlatives 

8.  Add appropriate tag to the following: 

a) Classify the books,________? 

b) She has met her brother, _________? 

c) None of them wrote the test, ________? 

d) Let’s discuss the issue, _________? 

9.  Classify the pattern of each of the following: 

a) They have broken the mirror. 

b) It is a pillow. 

c) He has become an engineer. 

d) They made me laugh. 

10.  Insert suitable articles in the following sentences: 

a) Rosalind is ________ woman. 

b) ________ Painter who met me yesterday is sincere . 

c) It is ________ book on revenge. 

d) They live on ________ Island. 

 
              SECTION – B               

                Answer any THREE questions  

 

(3 x 20 = 60) 
11. a) Write an essay on Prepositions.  

  (OR) 
 b) Explain the difficulties with comparatives and superlatives.  

12. a) Discuss the uses of present perfect and simple future tense. 

  (OR) 
 b) Describe the position of adverbs. 

13. a) What are the uses of determiners? 

  (OR) 
 b) Fill in the blanks based on the rules of concord: 

i) One of my friends ________ in the hall. 

ii) The Child with her parents ________ gone to Salem. 

iii) Neither the agent nor the salesman________ absent for the meeting. 

iv) Everyone of the participants _______ asked to be on the stage. 

v) The Manager as well as his subordinates _______ discussed the issue 
of sales. 
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vi) Each of the programmes _______ important. 

vii) The doctor and singer ________ our chief guest. 

viii) Ten Kilos of sugar ________ been wasted. 

ix) The Times ________ published daily. 

x) The trees in our garden ________ tall.     

14. a) What are the common errors made in the use of English? 

  (OR) 

 b) Explain the different sentence structures.  

15. a) Use the following words and phrases in sentences of your own: 

i) Call off 

ii) Bear with  

iii) Come about  

iv) Find out  

v) Give up  

vi) Keep on  

vii) Look after  

viii) Pull down  

ix) Switch off  

x) Turn on  

  (OR) 
 b) Correct the following sentences: 

i) John has dealt in sales of applications  

ii) We discussed about democracy  

iii) She is greater to her friend  

iv) They prefer coffee than tea. 

v) She runs fastly  

vi) They are superior to Mahesh on sincerity  

vii) He is looking at the tree 

viii) She asked to him to write a novel 

ix) Fifteen kilometres are not a distance at all. 

x) Much of the houses in the street are new. 

 

------------------------  


